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ABOUT SIMBA DASH

Simba Dash is a decentralized 3D NFT play-to-earn game on 
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Network. The inspiration behind 
this project came from the evergreen memory of The Lion 
King animation as well as the famous Temple Run Endless 
game.
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THE STORY BEHIND SIMBA DASH

SIMBA in the famous movie “The Lion King”, He is the son of Mufasa and Sarabi, 
who was destined to rule the Pride Lands, as king. When Mufasa was murdered by 
his treacherous brother, Scar, Simba was exiled from the Pride Lands after his uncle 
blamed him for his father's death, after making few friends, Simba returns from exile 
to take back what truly belongs to him, but still has some enemies to fight and RUN 
from.

InIn every project, there has to be a force driving your intentions as well as your goal. 
The long term goals driving this project are focused on discovering new dimensions 
and initiatives whereby active crypto gamers can get worthy incentives from their 
skills. These incentives can come in the form of passive auto $BUSD rewards or 
even P2E $SIMBDASH rewards for the gamers who are the project’s diamond 
holders.
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The project is uniquely named after the famous Lion King animation and the 
game, Temple Run; a combination of the two gives us ‘Simba Dash’, users can 
also expect to receive $SIMBDASH rewards, as will be explained further within 
the document.

As a As a way to reward our users an added incentive will be made for our users, all 
holders of the $SIMBDASH token will continue receiving rewards via the token 
buy and sale. These rewards will be distributed to users using the $BUSD 
Reflections in the project’s main platform and this process will take place every 
one hour automatically.
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THE SPECIAL FEATURES

The uniqueness of the Simba Dash project lies within its goal to spread wealth across it’s 
community and beyond. One of the ways in which this is made possible is through issuing $BUSD 
reflections and in game rewards. A large chunk of these rewards are collected by the system and 
distributed to the $SIMBDASH holders every hour automatically as $BUSD reflection. This mileage 
can be seen through our website’s dashboard for further confirmation.

4%4% of buy transaction and 5 % of sell transaction will be redistributed in $BUSD to the Holders with 
a minimum holding of 1,000,000 $SIMBDASH, this process will be done automatically and the 
milage can be observed through our official website dashboard (The gas fee to distribute the 
$BUSD will be paid when there is a buy/sell/transfer of the token).

The entire process is automated. Users will get auto-paid hourly and the holders have no need to 
manually claim their earned $BUSD, as it is automatically sent to their wallet every hour.
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Our amazing and unique buyback function is one of the major part of the entire project’s 
strategy which is aimed at making things very easy for our clients. Through our manual 
buyback, we are able to keep unprecedented and unauthorized dumps from affecting our 
client’s investments. To add to the earlier stated for function, it also helps to lower the 
token supply and increase its demand exponentially and drastically, resulting in an 
immediate positive effect on the price. The token bought by the buyback function will be 
burned afterwards.

To maintain a healthy chart 1% of every transaction is automatically added as a liquidity 
pair on pancake swap.
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What is Simba Dash without the other characters? Well, there is no reason for you to be disturbed as King 
Simba and his other friends as well as his enemies will also be minted into our very own state of the art 
limited NFTs which will be made available in our upcoming NFTs marketplace!.

SimbaSimba Dash has been propelled onto the NFT bandwagon in other for it to instantly increase our 
investor’s source of digital income. We will be releasing our own Simba Dash NFT marketplace and 
auction meme NFTs is expected in the first quarter (Q2) of 2022. We are committed to creating a solid 
token with a very unique case and in that same manner jump into the NFT sphere. We have calculatively 
brought in the aspect of NFTs to our rewards system. NFTs are the next big thing as their value is always 
known to be ever increasing, which is a plus for our holders.

NFNFTs are a blossoming trend and we would definitely not want our dear community to feel or be left 
behind in any way. By coming up with our NFT marketplace through intense calculative process, we will 
open up multiple features in this platform where the NFTs will be stored, traded, displayed, and minted. 
This sets the $SIMBDASH token among the biggest competitors of the crypto market.
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The Simba Dash project has positively dived into a new approach of P2E gaming where it’s focus is on 
incentivizing gaming. The P2E rewards will be in the form of $SIMBDASH token and rare collectibles. 
Players who complete each mission of the Simba Dash endless runner game stands a chance to unlock 
a mistery box which might contain rare collectibles or $SIMBADASH token. Each mission has got their 
own difficulty, that is to say, the more missions you complete the more chaces of getting rare 
collectibles. NFTs will be made available to be purchased in the marketplace, and these NFTs are 
integrated so that unlocking specific characters and objects that already have their own unique abilities 
whiwhich will help players complete the stage easier and possibly faster.

This Strategy is very crucial because we want to create a P2E game that aren’t just based off earning 
but also very fun and inspires growth. In addition, the NFT characters that are integrated to the game are 
there to bring more value to the NFT themselves in the NFT marketplace. With each milestone achieved, 
in the game, great prizes are waiting for you. We encourage all budding players to come and challenge 
themselves on our platform while also standing a chance to earn from their skills.
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TOKENOMICS

TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY: 100,000,000,000 $SIMBDASH

*4% $BUSD Reward
*1% BuyBack
*4% Marketing & Dev
*1% Liquidity Pool

*5% $BUSD Reward
*2% BuyBack
*7% Marketing & Dev
*1% Liquidity Pool
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ROAD MAP

PHASE 03

- 7K Telegram members
- Presale announcement
- Public presale
- Launch on pancakeswap
- Post launch marketing
- CG & CMC listing
-- High budget banner ads
- Mass marketing
- 3D NFT character collection
- 3D character NFT sale 
- Simba Dash NFT game launch
- Post-launch marketing campaigns 

- Marketplace launch
- Staking launch 
- Certik audit 
- Apply for cex listing
- Major exchanges listing
- More partnerships
-- Huge influencer marketing
- Constant high budget banner ads
- Simbswap launch
- Regional communities growth 
- More to be announced

PHASE 02PHASE 01

- Graphic design
- Website launch
- Demo game design
- Game trailer
- Demo game launch
- Smart contract deployment
-- Social media accounts
- Marketing campaigns
- Audit/kyc
- Whitelisting / contest
- 3k Telegram members
- Private presale


